
Three Essential Elements  

Team 
The teaching partnership 
engenders teamwork, with shared 
responsibilities and roles.  

Talk 
Peer conversations are focused on 
what is best for student success 
and well-being. 

Transfer 
Resources available for the co-
teaching team are applied with 
fidelity to benefit their students.

Meeting the needs of Special Education 
and English Language Learners within 
regular classrooms is no easy task. We 
need strategies and models that work. 
With that in mind, many effective 
schools are turning to co-teaching 
models that provide the needed 
student support. At the same time, co-
teaching is a professional collaboration 
that has benefits for both teachers, 
each with knowledge and knowhow in 
their areas. Yet, shifting to collegial 
collaboration, when each is used to 
being the only teacher in the 
classroom, makes the challenge of co-
teaching somewhat daunting in the 
early stages. 

The RFA Professional Development 
Series: Co-Teaching At It’s Best, addresses 
specific needs: 
1 - Engaging Instructional Strategies, that 
are rigorous and student-centered, 
specifically targeted to SPED and ELL 
students included in the regular 
classroom.
2 - Facilitation Techniques to help teams 
of teachers grow professionally and 
personally so that the dynamic between 
them enhances the effects of their 
combined expertise. The fact is, teachers 
partnering for SPED/ELL students in the 
regular ed classrooms teach more 
effectively as a result of the constant 
“back and forth” as they reflect on their 
students’ learning and on their co-
teaching effectiveness.
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Lead Teacher, One on One “Mentor Teacher” (Zero-in) 
Co-Teach! A Handbook for Creating and Sustaining Effective Classroom Partnerships in 
Inclusive Schools, Friend, M 2014

Teachers who have 
been a part of a 
successful teaching 
partnership say it is the 
best teaching they have 
ever done.

Discover how to make your  
co-teaching teams thrive.

At RFAteachPD 

We believe that if  the 

goal of school is 

teaching students so 

that they can learn 

without being taught, 

then the goal of all RFA 

Professional 

Development is to 

empower and inspire 

the participating 

educators so they can 

grow, mature and 

develop as they 

address their personal 

and professional goals..

Day 1 –Co-Teaching Models/Methods (8:30AM – 3:30PM)

Participants in this session leave with at least 10 strategies that they and their partner can 

implement with their students the very next day. To ensure that there is authentic transfer 
from the staff room to the classroom, the “learning process” during the Co-Teaching At It’s 

Best Series will include collaborative techniques that help co-teachers to talk, team and transfer. 
Instructional strategies and collaborative dialogue techniques will be modeled in real time, 

during the PD sessions. The goal is to practice team protocols for co-teaching as teams 

become more familiar and more confident with authentic application of success-oriented co-
teaching practices in the classroom.

The instructional focus of Day 1 can be shaped through dialogue with decision-makers at 
the school site. For example, Close Reading, Math Reasoning, Writing Across the Content or 
21st Century Thinking Skills embed the co-teaching models that are introduced. The second 
focus of Day 1 is the facilitation and collaboration skills that will enhance the effectiveness of 
the teaching partnership. 

There are multiple models of co-teaching (see below) yet, they all involve three kinds of 
partner interactions: “On-Your-Seat Decisions” (planning), “On-Your Feet 

Decisions” (implementing) and “On-Your-Screen Decisions” (reflecting) before and after the 
instructional time. This dialogue between the teachers is critical, yet, it is the factor that is 

often, overlooked, and the result is frustration for the teachers and less than optimal learning 

for the students. 

Identify and Preview Models of Co-Teaching 
• Lead Teacher, Observing Teacher (Instruct/Assess)
• Stations / Centers Teaching 
• Alternating Teaching (Rotating Roles)
• Parallel Teaching (Side by Side)
• Re-Teach Teaching (Target Groups)
•



What we hear all of 
the time . . . 

“My teachers are great with 
the kids, they are fantastic, 
and I know how to manage 

my staff but the issue is 
always, how do I get these 2 
adults to mesh their styles, 
their philosophies and their 
efforts for the benefits of our 
students.”

Robin Fogarty & Brian Pete 

have written 3 books and 

numerous articles on how to 

reach and teach the adult 

learner. 

Reaching and teaching the 

Adult Learners requires a 

totally different approach 

than teaching students. 

Adults are practical and 

pragmatic; they want 

content, strategies and 

advice that they can use 

“the very next day.” 

Adults are self-directed, goal 

oriented learners who need 

to know where “this” is going 

and they want a say in the 

plan. 

Adults bring a wealth of 

resources to the situation 

and should be treated a 

assets and equal 

contributors to the 

solutions.

Day 2 –Practical Applications for Co-Teaching  (8:30AM – 3:30PM)

The second session is best scheduled consecutively with Day1. In this way, teachers can go deeper 

with an understanding of various ways to do the co-teaching. The day is for guided practice, with 

the Models of Co-Teaching and the specific advantages and challenges of each one. There will be 

time for coaching teams to talk about planning, ask questions and voice concerns, before specific 

assignments and expectations are clarified.

Just as classroom teachers, working alone, have to draw on their vast repertoire of strategies 

depending on the needs of the students, co-teaching teams have that same challenge...but 

they have two, full, teaching repertories to reference. Two heads are usually better than 

one...especially when the teams begin to know and trust teach other, and as they find the most 

effective balance of their professional skills, collaborative demeanor and sense of urgency for the 

students’ progress and well-being. 

Practical Engaging PD Sessions

for yourself, seriously attempting to solve 

problems before asking for help and most 

of all taking responsibility for their own 

growth as a professional, and more 

importantly, as a life-long learner. 

We believe that professional 

development should teach teachers to 

become independent, self initiating 

learners who will seek out the 

answers to the questions they  

face in their classroom. 

Co-Teaching teams have to 

model to their students, behaviors  

that communicate the value of thinking



Resources

Brian M Pete
Brian  is CEO and co-founder of Robin Fogarty & 

Associates, an international, educational consulting 

firm. Graduate of DePaul University of Chicago, he 

currently is working on his PhD in educational 

leadership. He comes from a family of educators-

college professors, school superintendents, teachers 

and teachers of teachers, and has a rich background 

in professional development. He is entering his 

eighteenth year as an author/presenter, working 

exclusively, with the adult learner. Visiting schools 

throughout the US, Europe and Asia, including, the 

US Virgin Islands, Australia, New Zealand, and 

Singapore, as well as with International Schools in 

The Middle East.

Robin is the president of Robin Fogarty and 

Associates, Ltd., a Chicago-based, minority-owned, 

educational publishing/consulting company. Her 

doctorate is in  curriculum and human resource 

development from Loyola University of Chicago. 

She has taught at all levels, from kindergarten to 

college, served as an  administrator, and consulted 

with state departments and ministries of education 

in the United States, Puerto Rico, Russia, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand,  Germany, Great Britain, 

Singapore, Korea and the Middle East. Robin has 

published articles in Educational Leadership, Phi 

Delta Kappan and the Journal of Staff Development.

Her passion is writing for, of and about the 

classroom teacher and is sometimes called the 

“teachers teacher.”
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Brian’s sessions are notable 
for his knowledge, sense of 
audience and interactivity 
that engage the teachers 

and leaders. 
His presentations are laced 
with wit and humor as well 

as with “take-aways” for 
immediate transfer.



Robin Fogarty & Associates Professional Development

Robin Fogarty & Associates – Special Education Partnerships

New York State Regional Initiative
In 1948, the New York State legislature created Boards of Cooperative Educational Services 
(BOCES) to provide shared educational programs and services to school districts within the 
state. Today there are 37 BOCES work with over 16,751 students were supported in special 
education classrooms operated by BOCES.

In 2009 New York State created the Regional Special Education Technical Assistants Support 
Center’s Professional Learning Centers (RSE-TASCs) to provides high quality professional 
development and technical assistance guided by a comprehensive needs assessment process. 

Robin Fogarty & Associates, over a period of 26 months, professional development to classroom 
teachers and instructional leaders in the 10 RSE-TASCs in the State of New York on topics such 
as:

• Facilitating Collaborations with Adult Learners
• Professional Development Designed
• Designing Conversations that Enhance Transfer from the Staff Room to the Classroom

Contacts:	
REGION 1 – Long Island 
Coordinator: Vincent Leone - vleone@esboces.org  
Eastern Suffolk BOCES 15 Andrea Dr. Holbrook, NY 11741  
Phone: (631) 218-4197 

REGION 4 – Capital District/North Country
Coordinator: Kathy Gomes - kathy.gomes@neric.org   
Capital Region BOCES 900 Watervliet Shaker Road Albany, New York 12205 
Phone:  (518) 464-3938

REGION 6 – Mid-State
Coordinator: Janel Payette - jpayette@ocmboces.org
Onondaga-Cortland-Madison BOCES 6075 East Molloy Road Syracuse, NY 13221  
Phone: 315-433-2645 

REGION 8 – Mid-West
Coordinator: Kelly Endres  - kelly_endres@boces.monroe.edu
Monroe 1 BOCES 15 Linden Park Rochester, New York 14625 
Phone: (585) 249-7025  

REGION 10 – New York City
Coordinator: Cathy Oliver - coliver@schools.nyc.gov
NYC DOE Queens Plaza North Long Island City, New York 11101 
Phone: (718) 391-6648 

Robin Fogarty & Associates www.robinfogarty.com 800-213-9246
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Robin Fogarty & Associates Professional Development

Virgin Islands DOE Differentiation and Co-Teaching in SpEd
A joint effort between Robin Fogarty & Associates and the Special Education Department of the 
US Virgin Islands to integrate authentic differentiated strategies into the day-to-day repertoire of 
the special Ed and general education teachers working as formal and informal co-teaching teams.

The goal was to combine the Theory and Practice of Differentiation, as described in the book by 
Fogarty & Pete titled Differentiation, Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment from Corwin Press, 
with the meta-cognitive conversations between teacher teams to raise the achievement of all 
students in the co-teaching environment.

The process consisted of a 3-day differentiation workshop on the island of St Thomas and the 
next week another 3-day workshop on the Island of St. Croix during the summer break. Five 
months later RFA consultants Robin Fogarty & Brian Pete, returned to the US Virgin Islands and 
over 10 days conducted 54 different classrooms observations with pre-conferences and post 
conferences with each individual teacher or teacher team. A written summary of each 
observation was sent to each teacher, their principal was copied and an executive report was 
submitted to each school principal and to the VI DOE

Contact:
US Virgin Islands Department of Education
1834 Kongens Gade
St. Thomas, VI 00802
Phone: 340-774-0100

Director of Special Education
Rene Charleswell
renee.charleswell@sttj.k12.vi
(340) 776-5802 x2253

Asst. Director of Special Education
Gemma Stout
gstout@sttj.k12.vi
Gemma Stout
(340) 773-1095 x7051

A note from grateful teacher . . .
Brian, 
I had the pleasure of seeing both of your presentations in Lake Placid.  I have been teaching for 15 years 
and thought I was doing a great job. I went back and made a few changes and I am blown away by the 
results.  I have been underestimating my students and buying into the mindset that they can't achieve 
higher level thinking because they are learning disabled/ speech language impaired.  Shame on me.   
Thank you.  You have made a profound difference in my teaching style and the education of my 
students. 

Cheers!
Jodie Seymour
Middle School Special Education Teacher
Johnsburg Central School, North Creek, NY
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